Explaining Workplace
Injuries among BC Loggers:

Cultures of Risk and of Desperation
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n 2003, work-related deaths and injuries among tree fallers and
allied workers gained provincewide attention in British Columbia.
The controversy provoked the establishment of the BC Forest
Safety Task Force (hereafter the Task Force) that year and, in 2005, its
successor, the BC Forest Safety Council (hereafter the Safety Council).
Their dramatic emergence broke with the historic pre-eminence of the
BC Workers’ Compensation Board (wcb) (now WorkSafeBC) in most
debates about occupational health and safety (ohs) in the province.
The painful personal losses at the heart of this story are reason enough
to study it. After two relatively safe years, deaths among fallers and allied
workers were up sharply in 2005.2 By year’s end, forty-three workers had
been killed (see Figure 1). The year-to-year severe injury figures were
less dramatic but still claimed another 106 workers.
There are two other reasons to study these events. First, these new
agencies arose out of two particular long-running policy debates. 3
Second, they reflected a larger story of industrial restructuring and
decline. Waves of mill closures, downsizing, and mergers have made
work more “contingent,” provoked multilayered outsourcing, and
spawned many much smaller firms.4 These wider developments have
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Figure 1

BC Forest Fatalities Relative to Harvest Rates, 2002-2008
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since triggered a bitter strike in 2007 and further closures and mergers.5
But the present discussion begins where it should, with the death of
one faller.
GRAMLICH’S CASE

Ted Gramlich died at work falling trees on Vancouver Island on
19 November 2005. His loss was a tragedy for friends and family; its
causes were complicated. It was held up to publicize wider problems,
and it fuelled an intense debate. According to later reconstructions of
the events leading to his death, Gramlich made preparatory cuts in a
fir tree before moving to fell another tree some four metres away. His
probable intention was to fell the second tree, bringing down the first
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in the process. This time-saving practice was common but dangerous.
The two trees became entangled; instead of falling like dominoes, both
remained upright. With the second, “pusher” tree pressing against
it, the fir tree now had to be cut again to fell them both. Gramlich
passed under the pusher tree to reach the fir. But in cutting the fir,
his saw stuck, and he tried to release it with his axe. This triggered an
uncontrolled collapse that struck Gramlich, breaking his back and leg
and causing internal bleeding. When he missed a routine radio safety
check, others were alerted and launched a rescue. But the helicopter
for medical evacuations was grounded, and no landing pad had been
cleared. There were other delays. A co-worker arrived, then a first-aid
kit. Finally Gramlich got to hospital. But getting him there took more
time than he had, 6 and so Ted Gramlich died.
Gramlich’s death led to the first coroner’s inquest into a BC forest
fatality in twenty-five years. The December 2006 report attributed his
death primarily to a “lapse in judgment,” and secondarily to several
factors that generally concerned employer supervision. The report
called for mandatory safety certification for firms that did chainsaw
logging; more ohs enforcement and education for all logging firms;
and clearer ohs responsibilities in contracting and subcontracting
relationships. The coroner’s jury rebuked WorkSafeBC’s recent turn
to “performance-based” first-aid rules and called for a return to “prescriptive” regulation.7
Investigators have a difficult task in such a case. They must identify
causal factors and sort out their relative importance. Their findings have
implications for the individual case and, in principle, for wider policy
debates. This wider influence rests, in part, on how the findings feed
into wider reform campaigns. But in other respects, the influence of
coroners’ reports is limited. First, most cases are causally complex, such
that the different causal factors that investigators uncover can support
the positions of contending “advocacy coalitions.”8 Second, the coroner
cannot mandate change or assign legal blame. Gramlich’s case illustrates
these limitations. First, it demonstrates causal complexity: inadequate
emergency provisions versus Gramlich’s own choices. Interpreting his
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choices was also important. (Why was he cutting corners, falling two
trees at once?) But without witnesses or decisive evidence, investigators
must either set such choices aside, infer motivations, and assess their
rationality in context; or simply identify the choices made, point to any
errors, and leave the question of motivation to others. However, in this
case, motivation became central in wider discussions about what should
be done.
As to the implementation of coroners’ recommendations, WorkSafeBC promised to reconsider “prescriptive” first-aid rules in light
of the Gramlich case. Gramlich’s firm promised to review the recommendations; it also mentioned its work towards “SAFE certification”
with the new BC Forest Safety Council.9 But, in 2007, the Gramlich
case resurfaced in a Globe and Mail article as an example of the low
implementation rates for BC coroners’ reports.10 The article also found
that many problems raised in the Gramlich report had already been
raised in a similar report in 1984.
The low implementation rate merits investigation. Most coroners’
reports are publicly received by all sides in a serious and sober tone.
But this is no guarantee of rapid, effective implementation. The wider
influence of coroners’ reports rests on judgments made in different
institutional venues, according to different standards. In large part,
these are judgments about wider costs and benefits. They are made in
the context of contestation, off-setting interests, and limited resources.
One key judgment is whether or not a case expresses a wider problem.
Statistical investigation (for instance, through cluster modelling) is an
essential tool in making this judgment rationally. But in explaining
policy outcomes, the intervening role of divergent worldviews – and thus
of contention over relatively simplified positions – seems unavoidable.
Briefly, the influence of Gramlich’s death, and deaths like his, must
also be seen through their bearing on political process.
BRITISH COLUMBIA’S WORKERS’
COMPENSATION BOARD

Assessing the political legacy of such deaths depends on understanding
the broader institutional framework for workplace health and safety,
the surrounding debates, and the work environment of those killed.
This section addresses the institutional framework. As elsewhere, BC
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workers’ compensation is organized on a pooled, no-fault basis. Accident prevention is handled separately, first through ohs reporting
and inspections, and second through worker and management training.
These basic elements are widely replicated in many jurisdictions and rest
on an early twentieth-century expert consensus about good governance
in these matters.11
British Columbia’s first compensation legislation dates from 1902,
but the wcb was launched in 1917. Employers supported the no-fault
compensation principle, in British Columbia as elsewhere, to avoid the
mounting risk of ruinous tort suits. Employees supported it because
it gave the injured and the survivors some certainty of compensation
without heavy court costs. British Columbia’s employers and workers
were especially subject to these risks because the province’s resourcedependent economy was exceptionally dangerous.12 At first, the BC
wcb covered relatively few workers.13 To expand coverage, multiple
employer pools were created according to work category. Premium
rates were set based on each pool’s historic levels of death and injury,
insulating relatively safe sectors from more dangerous ones. These rates
are now highly differentiated, the rate spread is large, and coverage is
broad. Pooling tends to encourage some safety improvements. In a given
pool, firms share safety problems, solutions, and lower premiums should
injury rates improve. Since the late 1980s, individual firms have also
been increasingly rewarded or penalized for their safety performance
relative to the average in their pool. This seems morally just, and it also
creates incentives to improve safety. However, since more injury-prone
firms were also more vulnerable to additional costs under tort law,
over-emphasizing individual penalties arguably weakens the rationale
for pooling risk that lies at the centre of the compensation regime.
Traditional “accident-prevention” regimes pose different regulatory
and collective-action problems than do compensation regimes. They
divide broadly into ohs rule enforcement and safety education. While
compensation premiums are pooled, ohs inspections and penalties
target individual firms. Consequently, most firms’ ohs concerns include
the level of compliance costs, the risks of being found non-compliant,
and the relative value of inspection and ohs education in preventing
11
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accidents. Fines, compliance orders, and even orders to stop production
are the key traditional enforcement penalties used, with much variation
in their severity from one jurisdiction to another. Regular inspection
of all worksites has never been considered practical or fair. Inspection
rates depend on administrative capacity but are usually highest for
accident-prone pools and non-compliant firms. Logging sites and other
remote worksites present special logistical problems, particularly for
surprise inspections, and are therefore particularly difficult enforcement
targets.
ohs education is the third leg of the traditional wcb tool-kit. It includes circulars for management, public education material for workers,
management-led safety committees with worker representation, and a
variety of training programs.14 These programs emphasize the interests
of workers and employers in a safe worksite, their ohs responsibilities,
and concrete safety recommendations. The recommendations are usually
occupation-specific, though many (such as the use of safety glasses) cut
across several pools. Such education measures clearly depend not only
on the quality of the advice but also on the ability and willingness of
the trainees to act.
In recent years, some jurisdictions have tried to link compensation,
inspection, and education functions in “active prevention” programs.15
Here, government and leading stakeholder groups cooperate to identify
and eliminate dangerous working conditions and practices. Most such
investigations are occupation-specific. The first occupations studied are
typically large, with high death and injury rates, high compensation bills,
and cooperative and capable stakeholder groups. Initial data are usually
drawn from compensation claims reports and their quality depends
on both the questions asked and the accuracy and completeness of the
responses. Targeted interview data may add detail. Cluster modelling
then identifies a limited range of major accident-types. Factors strongly
correlated to common accident-types are then considered as potential
causes. Stakeholder groups then agree to coordinated education, enforcement, and work-process changes to reduce or eliminate those factors.
Cooperative inspections and reporting mechanisms track the results.
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All this depends on shared commitments among stakeholder groups as
well as on considerable extra work, institutional change, and information
sharing. Comprehensive institutional conversion to an active prevention
regime is, accordingly, rare. Overall, the more traditional policy style
has been (1) relatively detailed, prescriptive ohs rules; (2) education as
a lead prevention mechanism; and (3) a sharp divide between compensation and prevention. The BC wcb has broadly operated within
these traditional parameters; however, in some key respects, it has
been unusual. First, in many other jurisdictions, prevention programs
(ohs enforcement and education) are handled through a government
department such as labour, while compensation is housed in a regulatory
agency such as the wcb, which is at arm’s-length from cabinet. But in
British Columbia, all three regimes come under the wcb. Its leadership
is appointed by cabinet, but agency status is supposed to insulate its dayto-day operations from party politics and labour relations. In practice,
the BC wcb’s independence has been fragile, increasingly so in recent
decades. wcb leadership and policy direction have changed abruptly as
government passed from Social Credit to ndp to BC Liberal.16
A second distinguishing feature of British Columbia’s regime is that
ohs rules are set by regulation rather than by statute. This leaves key
prevention files relatively open to official adjustment and discretion.17
The historic ties between partisan politics and labour relations further
ensure that the wcb’s neutrality is a sensitive matter. The wcb has been
accused of disproportionately blaming workers for injuries and deaths,
of lax enforcement, and of ruling disproportionately against claimants.
Others have accused it of indifference to the costs that excessively strict
enforcement impose on industry and the taxpayer.18
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TWO ADVOCACY COALITIONS

In addition to these institutional considerations (or, rather, because
of them), partisan politics and labour relations are important to the
emergence of the Task Force and the Safety Council. In the first years of
the twenty-first century, two well-defined but conflicting explanations
emerged for “lapse in judgment” among workers in the forest, which
implied a debate over targets for ohs reform. The first explanation
stressed a “culture of risk-taking,” primarily among workers; the other
stressed an economically driven “culture of desperation.”19
The supposed “culture of risk-taking” refers to patterns of bravura
and non-complaint, reinforced by peer pressure and by irrational, statusbased ideas about courage and masculinity. Rather than avoid dangerous
situations or report incidents, workers remain silent and take risks. They
do these things out of a sense of fatalism and/or misplaced courage.
Without feedback from workers or a sustained commitment to safety,
government and management cannot enforce ohs rules effectively,
especially at remote worksites. Dangerous attitudes thus produce high,
avoidable levels of death and injury.
This explanation deserves attention. But Ted Gramlich was experienced and, by all accounts, respected for his skill. How should one
interpret his “lapses in judgment”? The culture of desperation provides
one answer. Here, peer pressure, codes of silence, and remote worksites
all play a role. But rule violations and simple mistakes multiply primarily
because workers work too long and too hard, cut corners, and bite their
tongues. They do these things, knowing they are dangerous, to save their
jobs and their standard of living. In short, workers are pressured to work
unsafely by employers, by customers, and by wider economic conditions.
These two explanations have long pedigrees, and some of their
features can be explored statistically. But they are not the only plausible
explanations. (In the environmental debates of the 1990s, for instance,
some argued that selection cutting methods were less safe than clearcutting.)20 Nor are these two explanations merely logical lines of inquiry.
Indeed, their significance lies in being the lead positions of two advocacy
coalitions, led, respectively, by employers and unions. In a postwar policy
network in British Columbia that was otherwise closed, the Council of
19
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Forest Industries (cofi) and the International Woodworkers of America
(iwa) acquired privileged places in collective bargaining, in joint safety
committees, and in overall policy influence. 21 cofi was founded in 1960,
amalgamating smaller organizations. It was for many years the definitive
voice of BC forest employers, before ceding ground to smaller employer
groups and community-based organizations. Shortly after the Second
World War, the iwa became the dominant voice for organized labour
in the sector. In 1987, its Canadian wing broke away as the Industrial,
Wood and Allied Workers of Canada (iwa-Canada), but retained the
iwa’s pre-eminence in BC.
In ohs debates, employers commonly emphasize cultures of risk and
worker error.22 This suits their broader interests: labour peace, management control of work, and cost containment. Modest educational
programs fit their position well. So do traditional ohs inspection and
enforcement, if they target exceptionally unsafe practices. By contrast,
altering normal work practices, as an active-prevention regime would, can
be harder for employers to support. The cooperation, information sharing,
and extra costs tread heavily on management rights, confidentiality,
and profitability. These considerations weigh heavily on forest-product
firms, with their “inherently” dangerous work and their cost-competitive
product markets.23 But such firms can be convinced about active prevention if lower premiums and other benefits outweigh the costs.24
The iwa’s stance on ohs was nuanced. Certainly, it blamed employers
for dangerous working conditions. This reflected British Columbia’s adversarial labour relations as well as a postwar consensus on management
control of the work process. The iwa also campaigned loudly against
the wcb itself for weak ohs enforcement and training. But the iwa also
considered worker training important and was enthusiastic about joint
21
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safety committees.25 Training to address worker error and cultures of
risk-taking remained part of the iwa’s policy into the 1990s. In 1995,
an iwa official pointedly called on young forest workers to break with
“macho” attitudes that accepted and lionized risk.26
This last element in the iwa’s policy reinforced its general preference
for large, integrated, and well-capitalized employers: bigger employers
(if pressed) were better placed to provide good wages, job security, solid
first-aid infrastructure, and ohs training.27 This big-firm preference later
posed some problems. Under prevailing collective-bargaining rules,
iwa membership included growing numbers of small- to medium-sized
contractors.28 This enhanced the iwa’s bargaining position and influence.
But the union could neither repudiate nor fully endorse small business
interests. For example, the wcb extended little assistance to injured
owner-operators in servicing their debts for capital equipment while
off the job. So iwa contractors either worked while injured or lost their
loans. Many considered the iwa inattentive to this problem.29 The iwa’s
weak contractor relationship haunted it later when the numbers of small
contractors exploded.
The iwa’s ndp allies left office in 2001, closing a period of highly
prescriptive reforms in forest policy30 and wcb governance.31 The iwaCanada then began a major policy intervention regarding ohs problems.
Its 2002 report, British Columbia Coastal Logging Occupational Health
and Safety,32 investigated an exceptionally dangerous, heavily unionized
region of British Columbia. The report reflected the iwa’s long-standing
multi-sided approach to ohs problems. On the one hand, it observed
that economic pressures discouraged workers from reporting incidents;
25
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on the other, it emphasized the need for attitudinal change through
training and safety certification.
The iwa’s Coastal Logging report shaped important new policy initiatives. When the government formed the BC Forest Safety Task
Force in 2003, it named the report as the Task Force’s foundational
document. The Task Force was to deliver an action plan to halve the
number of deaths and serious injuries in forest operations over three
years.33 In January 2004, it reported twenty recommendations under
four headings: (1) “cultural” transformation organized around a health
and safety accord, (2) ohs infrastructure to achieve this transformation,
(3) promotion and implementation of shared responsibilities among
stakeholder groups, and (4) “rigorous implementation” under a “dedicated
implementation team.”34 In April that year, government, employer, and
union representatives agreed to a forest safety accord (fsa); in September,
they completed plans for the “dedicated implementation team,” namely,
the BC Forest Safety Council.
Finally launched in fall 2005, the Safety Council was entrusted
with the Task Force recommendations and the fsa.35 It was funded at
$11 million over five years (renewable) from forest workers’ wcb premiums.
It had four objectives: (1) pro-safety “cultural change,” (2) an effective
“safety-conscious legal regime,” (3) safety training and certification for
a “competent and confident workforce,” and (4) training for a proactive
safety attitude in management. But the emphasis on culture and education was strikingly out of step with some important changes in the
policy environment. First, elections in May had greatly reduced the
Liberals’ majority, forcing them to the political centre; second, deaths
were rising sharply among BC fallers and, with them, so was media
scrutiny; and third, in 2004 the iwa had merged with the United Steelworkers of America (usw).
The iwa-usw merger had occurred for several reasons, but one
important one was the usw’s compelling ohs story. The usw had
represented coal miners at Nova Scotia’s Westray Mine after a no33
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torious disaster in 1992 that killed twenty-six. The union first pressed
for criminal prosecution of Westray executives and then launched a
wider campaign to amend the criminal code. After many years, Bill
C-45 became federal law in 2003. Under certain circumstances, this
amendment allowed criminal prosecutions of company executives if their
decisions led to deaths on the job. The usw loudly claimed credit.
Drawing on the iwa’s nuanced historical position as much as on the
position of employers’ groups, Safety Council documents and government
representatives put great weight on the “culture of risk-taking” in 2005.
However, in a key statement reported in the media, usw official Steve
Hunt sharply rebuked this emphasis.36 The real ohs issue was a “culture
of desperation”, he said, fed by industrial restructuring, new competitive
pressures, and increasingly contingent work. This was not a new argument
– BC unions, left-leaning politicians, and ordinary workers had often
alleged that workers faced unsafe conditions because of economic
hardship and management pressure.37 But Hunt’s retort did mark an
important shift in emphasis. After three ndp governments had tightened
ohs rules, only to have successor governments reverse them, the usw’s
criminal code strategy must have appeared innovative and militant in
addressing an old problem.38 It did break with the wcb’s original no-fault
compromise, but then, many unprecedented policy changes were afoot.
With fallers’ living and working conditions in flux, the idea of a “culture
of desperation” also struck a chord with contractors. In September 2005,
for example, the new Western Fallers’ Association, its ranks swelling with
recently outsourced unionists, issued its own condemnation of prevailing
contract arrangements and ohs conditions.39
The Forest Fatalities Summit in December 2005 marked the usw’s
greatest success in laying its views before stakeholders and the wider
public. The union strenuously rejected the notion of a culture of risktaking. It blamed high death and injury rates on adverse economic con36
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ditions, callous management, and unresponsive government. Employers
and government agencies attended the summit: publicity around this
issue had grown to the point that neither could avoid a public tonguelashing without appearing insensitive. But many employers who spoke
at the summit emphasized education and cultural change rather than
stricter prescription.
As these two camps presented their competing analyses before the
cameras, the new Safety Council was already charting its course, which
conformed more closely to the employers’ analysis than to the usw’s. Its
safety certification program, modelled on a program of the non-union
Alberta oil industry,40 also gave the usw just one of the eighteen seats
at the table. The program, along with safety and training audits, was
later made mandatory for all firms logging Crown timber, along with
a 5 percent premium reduction for those who complied. A flurry of
other policy initiatives followed the summit.41 In May and June, a pilot
project on ohs supervision, planning, and training reported its results.
WorkSafeBC reviewed its performance-based compliance strategy. It
hired ten new prevention officers and seven new investigators to cover
ohs in the forest industry,42 partly reversing the sectoral impact of earlier
general staffing cuts. The Ministry of Forests and Range, BC Timber
Sales, and the Safety Council reviewed the ohs implications of forestrelated laws and regulations. Under pressure to support smaller firms,
the government announced a dedicated safety officer for the Ministry
of Forests and Range and a senior safety manager for BC Timber Sales.
A special coroner and a safety ombudsman were separately appointed to
cover forest operations.43
THE “CULTURE OF DESPERATION” AND
POST-FORDIST RESTRUCTURING

The iwa’s coastal ohs report, the usw’s Forest Fatalities Summit, and
the subsequent Safety Council reforms were all responses to deeper
changes in British Columbia’s economy. These changes reflected global
trends, often characterized as a transition from “Fordism” to “flexible
40
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accumulation.”44 Fordism, a term for the dominant pattern of economic
growth in advanced industrialized countries after the Second World
War, had four key features:
1. expanded assembly-line mass production of standardized goods;
2. the dominance of large, integrated, and hierarchically organized
firms;
3. regulated monopoly markets, insulating core firms from market
volatility; and
4. universal welfare provisions and legalized collective bargaining,
both of which linked productivity gains to mass consumption.

In Canada, an overdependence on raw-material extraction and
trade (“staples dominance”) contributed to a “permeable” variant of
Fordism. This featured powerful regionalism, high foreign direct
investment, high trade dependence, a decentralized federal state, and
volatile, boom-and-bust growth.45 In important ways, the postwar BC
economy was pre-eminently “Fordist” and “permeable”: a prosperous
forest-centred economy focused on large firms and monopoly conditions
in key markets.46 In the stumpage market, the government landowner
was dominant, and the fee levels depended on small, oligopolistic log
markets. This stumpage arrangement was variously alleged to shortchange provincial revenues, encourage unsustainable cutting, and
subsidize exports. Some also alleged that it made above-market wages
possible for forest workers.47
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But by the 1980s, British Columbia’s permeable Fordism was clearly
in crisis.48 Forest workers were deeply affected; centralized collective
bargaining broke down. By the 1990s, outsourcing had risen sharply,
and smaller firms proliferated.49 These changes and others tie into new
global trends that some refer to as “flexible accumulation”. It had four
key features that were in sharp contrast to those of Fordism:50
1. New manufacturing and communications technologies,
generating explosive new productivity gains from product
diversification;

2. a renewed emphasis on skilled work and active worker participation;

3. day-to-day integration of production, research, engineering,
and marketing; and
4. geographic reorganization of manufacturing to the global
peripheries or periphery-like enclaves, with core firms coordinating work through detailed contracts.

Early scholarship noted that the new flexibility had potentially positive
implications. But much depended on who was being flexible, and in
response to what.51 Neoliberal ideology – pro-market, anti-state, open to
economic inequality, and individualist – was crucial in determining the
actual outcomes.52 Outsourcing and “just-in-time” delivery systems multiplied contractors and put them permanently on call.53 Labour faced less
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secure job descriptions, hours, pay, and representation.54 Government
abandoned “command-and-control,” “prescriptive” regulation in favour
of outsourced service delivery, self-regulation, and performance-based
contracts. 55 Quinlan and others argue that f lexible accumulation
broadly degraded occupational health and safety conditions as well as
ohs monitoring, enforcement, and data collection.56 These trends also
deeply marked governance of the environment at all levels. While some
have seen these developments as a source of progress in environmental
governance, others have blamed them for accelerated resource depletion
and environmental degradation in this period.57
But earlier productivity gains had already placed fateful pressure
on many natural resource stocks, including timber. Pressures to shed
resource jobs had intensified with these gains as the Fordist era matured.
To save jobs in the BC forest industry while upgrading logging and
processing technologies, decision-makers accepted accelerated depletion
of the first-growth forest (“fall-down”). Consequently, the transition to
flexible accumulation occurred during a particularly intense “bust” in
the forest resource cycle.58
The ohs implications of this are multifaceted. First, resource depletion
tends to drive extractive work onto more remote, resource-poor, and
dangerous sites.59 Second, the regular business cycle in combination
with a resource “bust” produces sharper troughs and briefer peaks.
Pressures grow to seize opportunities in upturns and to restore growth
in downturns. ohs concerns are thus marginalized, precisely as resource
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depletion makes extractive work more dangerous. Third, a transition
to smaller firms may respond more flexibly and sustainably to the BC
resource bust.60 But if, as Quinlan suggests, ohs risks increase with smaller
firms, the price of flexibility and sustainability may be paid in safety.61
BRITISH COLUMBIA’S ROUNDABOUT PATH
TO FLEXIBLE ACCUMULATION IN THE FOREST

Flexible accumulation emerged through a process of political and social
contention. During the transition, three key interests threatened forest
industry profits. First, the US softwood lumber industry repeatedly
attacked British Columbia’s state-administered stumpage rates as
illegal subsidies.62 Second, environmentalists targeted clear-cutting,
rates of cutting they considered unsustainably high, and “sympathetic”
government administration of forest regulations.63 Third, First Nations
challenged the BC government’s claim to public lands and to the right
to administer and tax resource users.64 At different times, these three
interests sought tactical alliances with one another, but they remained
mutually autonomous. Roger Hayter has argued that their combined
influence has made BC forest governance less democratic, undermining
the elected BC government and the elected representatives of forest
workers, the iwa.65 Because environmentalists, First Nations, and the
iwa all initially allied with the ndp, however, others have associated
these interests with a shared movement for more open, inclusive government and resistance to free-market capitalism. 66 Though Premier
Bill Vander Zalm’s Social Credit government (1986-91) made important
initial concessions to these interests and to the American position on
softwood, it was politically ill-placed to satisfy them.
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When Premier Mike Harcourt’s New Democrats (1991-96) took office,
their highest priorities included “peace in the woods.”67 Their forest
policies broke with British Columbia’s Socred/Fordist past, but their
governance techniques also ran strongly against neoliberal versions of
flexible accumulation. The next eight years brought a stringent new
forest-practices code, diversified land-use planning, and a substantially
expanded park system. The ndp investigated British Columbia’s contested timber inventories and launched an Aboriginal land settlement
process. Stumpage rates doubled or tripled.68 In deference to its union
allies and to economic necessity, the government buffered some of the
other substantial costs to industry. The buffers included a 6 percent
limit on land withdrawals under the Forest Practices Code, and Forest
Renewal BC (1994-2002), which provided aid for industry restructuring
and worker transitions.69 The government pressed for a Canada-US
softwood trade deal; in 1996, a five-year agreement capped softwood
exports, ending US penalties.70
Over time, however, key ndp reforms were soured by compromise or
bogged down in local controversy. The land-use planning process slowed.
When the government allowed logging to continue at Clayoquot Sound,
an intense civil disobedience campaign famously assumed international
dimensions. Important environmental organizations abandoned the ndp,
while many union and ndp activists soured on the party’s environmental
ties. As environmental activists took up bioregional and market-driven
reform, and even allied with US softwood producers over stumpage,71
Premier Glen Clark increasingly emphasized aid to the BC forest industry, reduced stumpage,72 and avoided tenure reform.73 The rupture
with environmentalists deepened but did not satisfy the industry.
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By 2001, though many talks were under way with First Nations, only
the path-breaking Nisga’a agreement had been finalized.74
The wcb was also in turmoil under the ndp, primarily over issues
of leadership and governance.75 Some trace these problems to stricter
ohs enforcement and expanded compensation under the Barrett government. Others point to earlier allegations of wcb parsimony under
Social Credit. When the wcb’s actuarial deficit rose above $85 million
under Dave Barrett, the board saw it as the necessary cost of breaking
with the Socred past. Bill Bennett’s Socreds took a different view, firing
the commissioner and imposing deep budget cuts.76 The cuts restored
agency finances, but long case backlogs developed. The wcb board also
intervened repeatedly against claimants in individual decisions. Rapid
turnover of the chair and of board members revived claims that the
Socreds had politicized the agency. In the 1980s, several court decisions
and the BC ombudsman repeatedly impugned the board’s interventions
and the appeals system. Between 1988 and 1991, a task force investigation
and broad leadership changes initiated a thorough restructuring. But
under the ndp, controversies revived. A new chief appeals commissioner angered business while rapidly clearing the wcb’s case backlog.
Unfunded liabilities climbed sharply. Agency leadership slipped again
into disarray. Late in the 1990s, the Gill Royal Commission conducted
a massive review.77
Given the later emergence of the Task Force and the Safety Council,
the extended separation of the forest and wcb policy areas might seem
odd. But the leadership and governance issues in the wcb impinged
little on the crowded forest-industry reform agenda,78 and forest-specific
problems were not particularly associated with the problems at the wcb.
Professional and administrative divides also kept the two policy areas
apart.79 This separation was nonetheless a missed opportunity. Amid
the forest policy changes, working conditions were shifting, with real
ohs implications.
When the BC Liberals took power in 2001, many ndp measures
were reversed, often with little opposition. The thrust of these changes
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in the Liberals’ first term was clearly a neoliberal version of flexible
accumulation – they emphasized market liberalization and new
public management techniques. Four key forest-policy reforms were
introduced.80 First, in 2003 a new timber auction system expanded the
Crown timber available to smaller operators with short-term contracts,
including community-forest and First-Nations initiatives. Their share
of the total cut rose from negligible levels to 20 percent.81 Making this
auction market larger and more competitive was also intended to counter
US charges that BC stumpage was subsidized (since prices set there
had been used to price stumpage on larger BC tenures).
Second, the Forest and Range Practices Act replaced highly prescriptive measures in the Forest Practices Act with performance-based
standards. The forest ministry’s budget and staff levels were slashed:
increasingly, aggregate performance outcomes (measured by set criteria)
were being assessed at set times, while fewer programs aimed at
catching individual violations of prescribed procedures. Since existing
safety measures had been designed around the old set procedures, this
likely had ohs implications. Third, tenure conditions were reformed
in several ways. Large firms were allowed to divide up their timber
licences and trade the resulting parcels. Key appurtenancy reforms
ended the long-standing obligation to process timber locally. The allowable cut, previously fixed at an annual rate over many years, was
recast as a multi-year average. Fourth, an imposed collective agreement
in the sector removed key constraints on outsourcing. Many logging
operations were promptly outsourced as new, relatively small subcontractors; contracting relationships that already existed suddenly became
multilayered.82 Worksites once under one licensee or prime contractor
now bustled with multiple independent operators, each trying to meet
pressing and competing obligations. On these crowded worksites, wcb
regulations delegated ohs responsibilities to “prime contractors.” But
who held this title (let alone the relevant administrative capacities) was
much less clear.83
There were other new problems. Many smaller firms now in the
forest carried high, fixed repayment schedules to finance their heavy
equipment. But since year-to-year cutting levels and US market access
were now less reliable, so, too, were these firms’ annual revenues. Contracted to keep costs low and deliver on time, fallers and allied workers
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now faced longer, less reliable hours for lower and less reliable pay, with
less financial backup. This encouraged them to drop or compromise
traditional ohs safeguards and to work through illness and injury.84
The wcb was also undergoing a transition to performance-based
regulation. At the top, a new board of directors was appointed, and the
agency was renamed WorkSafeBC. Funding was cut and several regional
offices were closed. The review division and the external appeal tribunal
were altered again, as were many key compensation procedures. 85
The ohs enforcement staff complement was cut sharply. From 2001 to
2004, inspections dropped 45 percent, written orders were halved, and
administrative penalties dropped from 182 to 119. Meanwhile, new statistical targets were set to bring in performance-based regulation. Freed
from focusing on particular means to ohs ends, firms were to provide
“all necessary assistance” to meet the new targets, to determine how to
meet them, and to assess the results.
Finally, as regional offices declined, oversight for the new ohs arrangements went to the wcb’s sectoral divisions. The choice was not
entirely obvious because division personnel had previously specialized
in more administrative and educational work.86 But this shift to sectoral
offices in the wcb formed the background administrative direction
against which the more autonomous Task Force and Safety Council
emerged for the forest sector.
SEPARATE OHS INSTITUTIONS
ACCOMMODATE OUTSOURCING

Before 2003, the exceptional dangers of BC tree falling were never
ignored, yet they were never brought down to the provincial average.
They were uniformly addressed within the wcb, with cofi and iwaCanada intervening frequently in wider debates about that regime.
Fallers had long been relatively numerous, and the iwa was one of British
Columbia’s most powerful unions, with official ties to the Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation and, later, the ndp. Successive postwar
governments had aligned more with business than with the unions; and
in a real way, business in postwar British Columbia meant the forest
sector. The scope for significantly heavier investments in prevention was
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limited. Governments felt they could not impose heavy new operating
costs on this sector, the largest actors in which wielded monopoly
power over many of its suppliers and subcontractors, but which was an
international price-taker for its own key product lines.87
Now, after three decades of sectoral crisis and decline, forest products
are no longer the definitive core of the BC economy.88 At the same
time, the industry’s problems were still too important and specific to
address within a general ohs policy template. Since the Forest Safety
Task Force was formed in 2003, a separate sectoral forum has therefore
debated, developed, and overseen ohs strategies for fallers and allied
workers.
It is also no longer evident that tripartite talks between cofi, the
unions, and the government constitute adequate consultation. Where the
iwa used to represent many contractors, negotiation tables now began
to include contractors and subcontractors separately, even if they shared
in the usw’s analysis about a “culture of desperation.” The broadened
multi-stakeholder approach also informed the response to the ohs
accountability problem on crowded, anarchic worksites. In February
2005, an official interpretive guideline indicated that the major licensees
were “employers” in the sense of existing ohs regulations. This assigned
them primary responsibility for key ohs duties. In November, a written
clarification held prime contractors accountable for safety conditions.
But they could also transfer these responsibilities to subcontractors.
These were broad coordination functions, and, in a performance-based
regulatory environment, those responsible were simply mandated to
do “everything practicable” to reach ohs targets. However, the lower
administrative capacity of many subcontractors raised the question of
what, concretely, would be practicable, should prime contractors transfer
these responsibilities to them.89
The clarity and effectiveness of these ohs contractor arrangements
have since been criticized. Unwritten agreements were apparently widespread, despite rules requiring written contracts, and surveys showed
that many “prime contractors” remained uncertain about their ohs
responsibilities. In one study, nearly a quarter of the workers surveyed
also considered their ohs training inadequate; and 17 percent considered
themselves unsupervised.90 One former senior public official argues more
generally that the clarifications are too legally vulnerable because, like
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all ohs rules in British Columbia, they rest on regulation rather than
on statutes.91
Amid the notable re-regulation of ohs for tree-falling since the
Forest Fatalities Summit, outsourcing was not contested and reversed.
Indeed, it was embedded within the policy solutions. Apart from one
case referred to the rcmp under Bill C-45, the usw also appeared to have
had limited influence in the Safety Council. Frustrated, the usw has
lobbied the legislature and held town hall meetings. It sought a legal
day of mourning for each death on the job, mandatory implementation
of coroners’ recommendations, a special prosecutor for Bill C-45 cases,
and a full, independent review of structural changes to working life in
BC forests.92
The usw also expressed disappointment in the ombudsman created
to handle ohs complaints individually. The ombudsman approach cuts
elected representatives and unions out of the complaints process, detaching
individual complaints from larger policy deliberations. However, through
its focus on marking individual deaths and implementing coroners’
reports, the usw’s own reform package also puts considerable emphasis on
individual cases. That such reforms became a usw priority suggests that
the union felt weak in the Safety Council regime: they would likely help
the usw (and others) leverage change through campaign-style responses
to individual cases. But the disadvantages of leveraging individual cases
into wider calls for reform are important: as Gramlich’s case shows, an
individual case can either be appropriated for a variety of policy visions
or dismissed as merely “accidental.”93 Emphasizing individual cases may
also distract the wider policy network from a full-bore commitment to
more cooperative policy styles. Active prevention projects are now under
way.94 But the polarization of the policy network has surely impaired the
intense collaboration required if active prevention is to grapple effectively
with the necessarily complex causal patterns that typically lead to injury
and death on the job.
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CONCLUSION

Amid the most recent wave of closures in the BC forest industry, it
might seem odd to focus on these earlier ohs debates. However, as the
BC Forest Safety Council approaches its first five-year review, these
ohs issues reveal intimate ties between the restructuring of state and
industry, between outsourcing and its human costs, and between union
militancy and union marginalization. By late 2005, the usw seemed
subtly outmanoeuvred at the very moment of its great success at the
Forest Fatalities Summit. It had forced the policy network to address
faller death and injury rates on a sectoral basis, but it had not imposed
its view of the problem, or its view of adequate solutions. Outsourcing
has arguably worsened ohs conditions among fallers and allied workers,
but it has also undercut the usw’s capacity to speak for those affected.
Extractive work of all kinds is typically conducted at a considerable
physical and institutional distance from management and from regulators. Distance limits ordinary factory-style surveillance, and this sets
the working lives of extractive workers like fallers somewhat apart
from those of their colleagues in secondary processing. Ensuring compliance with ohs rules (or any other purpose) under these conditions
depends to an unusual degree on shaping motivations, working culture,
and attitudes before workers reach the forest. The shift from Fordist
hierarchy to outsourcing and performance-based contracts transforms
key institutional influences on these motivations, cultures, and attitudes.
It follows that such a transition period is likely to intensify dangers.
In such a period, a collaborative policy atmosphere is crucial to dealing
effectively with the kaleidoscopic changes at play in logging operations
and in the causal complexity that leads to deaths and injuries on the job.
As individual explanations of leading injury patterns, both “culture”
positions presented at the Forest Fatalities Summit seem plausible and
pertinent, but ultimately incomplete. Arguably, both the polarization
around these positions in 2005 and the subsequent tendency to emphasize
culture and education in the Safety Council have impaired the positive
potential of the newer, more flexible prevention mechanisms available
to ohs policy. However, the institutional and political conditions surrounding the emerging reform process made a show of simpler solutions
irresistible – for, on 19 November 2005, Ted Gramlich died, hard on the
loss of many others.

